A Scout who is 7-years old or is in the first grade is a Tiger, and their adventures are found in the Tiger Handbook. The first-grader joins Cub Scouting with his parent or adult guardian. Tigers and their adult attend all meetings together, go on adventures like field trips together, and complete requirements together.

Like all other new Cub Scouts, a Tiger must first earn their Bobcat rank. After completing the requirements for Bobcat they may go on to complete the requirements for the Tiger rank and the many electives that are offered for his rank.

Tiger Den Meeting Themes

Meetings can happen in any order through the year. However, all six “Required” adventures should be completed prior to April 1st, 2021 (or prior to the Blue & Gold Banquet). One other “Elective” adventure should be completed prior to that date as well. There are thirteen elective adventures to choose from.

Required Adventures—Complete all Six in whatever order you would like.

Meeting #1: Backyard Jungle: Take a short hike and pick out some birds/plants/animals and build a birdhouse. Skill Set Needed: Outdoors; Woodworking

Meeting #2: Games Tigers Play: Play team building games and make up your own game. Skill Set Needed: Active; Sports Oriented

Meeting #3: My Family’s Duty to God: Discuss the values and beliefs of your family. Skill Set Needed: Discussion-based.

Meeting #4: Team Tiger: Discuss different groups/teams of people and ways to help out. Skill Set Needed: Discussion-based.

Meeting #5: Tiger Bites: Discuss healthy food with your den; assist with a meal at home; prepare a healthy snack. Skill Set Needed: Discussion-based.

Meeting #6: Tigers in the Wild: Go on a hike; have an outdoor campfire; visit a nature center or other area. Skill Set Needed: Outdoors; Organize a tour.

Elective Adventures—Must Complete at Least One

- Curiosity, Intrigue, and Magical Mysteries
- Earning Your Stripes
- Family Stories
- Floats and Boats
- Good Knights
- Rolling Tigers
- Sky is the Limit
- Stories in Shapes
- Tiger Tag
- Tiger Tales
- Tiger Theater
- Tiger-iffic
- Tiger-Safe and Smart